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New Bathroom Mirrors available at Bella Bathrooms, accessories also help
add the finishing touch to your room

Bathroom Accessories are a key area for home owners to purchase if wanting to add the
finishing touch to your room. Bella Bathrooms provide a brilliant opportunity for consumers to
achieve this with their extensive range.

(PRWEB UK) 10 November 2012 -- Finding the right item for you is becoming increasingly difficult with the
addition of new product being released by some of the finest UK manufacturers. Companies are releasing new
items featuring the latest designs and technology and the demand for these are increasing within the public.
Bella Bathrooms have therefore upgraded their range of bathroom mirrors to help consumers gain the most up
to date items on the market. The range is also extensive and now the company have increased this to provide
the ultimate range of products and enable home owners to gain the most luxurious style bathroom suite
possible.

Bella Bathrooms stock a variety of bathroom mirrors each with different benefits. New Illuminated and LED
mirrors are essential for home with a low quantity of light and need additional quality. Light is a key element
when wanting to create a stylish feel as it can completely transform the room atmosphere. Added light is also a
brilliant tool for home owners that need to get ready. Each mirror with light comes in a unique design and size
to fit in any sized suite. Their range is suitable for any sized bathroom suite including large or cloakroom
therefore the perfect look can be easily achieved. Heated Mirrors are another alternative and are extremely
useful for situations where condensation obstruct view. Instead of needing to cleanse the item, heat can be
applied and the mirror will return to its regular state

Luxury Bathroom Accessories are another key area that Bella Bathrooms provide. Items such as bathroom
lighting are essential for dark suites and can be purchased in various forms. Bathroom Mirror lights are great
for home owners that want to place additional brightness above an existent mirror. A new quantity of Bathroom
Ceiling lighting is available for home owners that want to gain a specific quantity of room light. As bathroom
ceiling lights contain a lower power of light, multiple can be bought to achieve the exact level of brightness.

Other key bathroom accessories the team at Bella Bathrooms sell is bathroom shelves that are capable of
providing additional storage options for home owners that need to place certain object on visual display. Items
such as bath mats are available also providing home owners to add stylish features and compliment the overall
visual presentation. On the Bella Bathrooms website, consumers can view specific accessories from certain
brands and therefore purchase products that can accompany other items in the room. This is great feature for
those who want to maintain a set design.

About Bella Bathrooms:
Bella Bathrooms is one of the finest UK online bathroom retailers based in the North-East of England and offer
continuous great deals of bathroom refurbishments, shower, towel rail and radiator updates, stylish bathroom
furniture and various other key elements at prices that are guaranteed to be unsurpassable. The latest updates
continuously made have further improved the overall quality and they have set a high standard for things to
come in the future. The company also own a number of other e-commerce sites with their latest addition being
ibathroomsuites offering most bathroom suites with a next day delivery service.
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Contact Information
Richard Thompson
www.bellabathrooms.co.uk
http://www.bellabathrooms.co.uk/
0844 8117 017

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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